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AbstractIn addition to the centralized matching algorithms developed in [19], we present two de-centralized matching schemes for the Navy detailing process, decentralized linear programmingmatching and decentralized random matching, which accommodate the requirements for match-ing married couples, achieve high �ll rate, and �ll both priority and undesirable billets. Inthe decentralized linear programming (DLP) matching scheme Sailors submit applications to adetailer who determines the tentative matching in each stage of a multiple-stage process untilthe process converges. An exact winner determination model and a heuristic are provided. Anear-optimal matching is shown to be achievable. The second scheme, a decentralized randommatching (DRM), allows random preference and bilateral negotiation between the Sailor andthe Command. We show that it produces a stable matching, just as a centralized deferredacceptance algorithm would. A performance comparison of both centralized and decentral-ized matching algorithms is presented to provide guidelines on when an algorithm should bepreferred and how e�ective each algorithm is for the Navy detailing process.
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1 IntroductionThe US Navy has an active-duty personnel force of 371,800 to manage [7]. A signi�cant part ofmanaging the Navy's manpower assets is assigning Sailors on the job market to �ll the availablebillets, which is called the Navy detailing process. This process involves the Sailors to beassigned, the Commands seeking Sailors and the detailers who make the primary assignmentdecisions by advising both Sailors and Commands. The Navy detailing process occurs ona biweekly cycle. During this cycle, upcoming vacancies are advertised online through theJob Advertising Selection System (JASS). After reviewing JASS Sailors submit preferences, orapplications, to detailers during the biweekly cycle. The Navy currently uses a hierarchicalplanning method for matching Sailors with billets. This method relies on detailers striking abalance between the Command's needs and the Sailor's preference, which is inherently diÆcultto achieve [6, 9]. One major drawback of the current detailing practice is that the matching ismanual and subject to human errors, making it nearly impossible to optimally match Sailors tobillets, as detailers must rely on a \rule of thumb" method to handle the multitude of variablesand trade-o�s involved. This centralized labor-intensive detailing method leaves many stakeholders (e.g. Sailors, detailers and Commands) discontent and frustrated. In some instances,Sailors' preferences are often overridden by the detailer to best �t Commands' needs. Thisleads to unhappiness with the process, thereby reducing intrinsic motivation and increasingthe Sailors' propensity to leave the Navy. By the same token, some Commands have beenforced to accept less quali�ed Sailors to avoid vacancies in key positions, reducing missione�ectiveness. The other drawback of the current process lies in its requirement for a clear anddeterministic preference list from the market participants. Because of the biweekly frequency ofthe detailing process and the magnitude of Sailors and billets involved, it is diÆcult and time-consuming for market participants to determine their matching preferences and behaviors beforethe assignment begins. Therefore, it is desirable to have a matching scheme that facilitates thedynamic revelation and update of Sailor and Command preferences that would enable the twoparties to resolve disagreements automatically and without intermediaries.1



There are several special considerations required in the Navy detailing process which imposeadditional complications to the matching process. A high �ll rate for the Sailors is expected,which means a matching algorithm should assign as many Sailors as possible to available po-sitions. In addition to regular billets, there are certain priority billets requested directly bythe Navy Commands that must be �lled. Occasionally, Sailors need to be assigned to billetsthat they do not desire. Finally, the matching process should consider the special case in whichmarried Sailor couples look for co-locations.This paper studies the design of decentralized matching schemes for the Navy detailing pro-cess. Our contributions are three-fold: For the �rst time two decentralized matching algorithmsare presented for the detailing process, which is consistent with the proposal by the Depart-ment of Navy (DoN) to build a web-based electronic labor market [4]. Second, we complementthe work of [19] by presenting alternative matching schemes allowing random preferences andbilateral negotiation, and satisfying most or all of the performance requirements for the detail-ing process. Finally, the algorithms we developed are analyzed and compared given di�erentperformance dimensions, providing guidelines for algorithm preference and for the e�ectivenessthat each algorithm has for the Navy detailing process.The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the existingcentralized matching methods used for the labor market of medical students and describe theirlimitations in ful�lling the requirements of the Navy detailing system. Section 3 presents twodecentralized matching algorithms for the Navy detailing process and shows how they addressthe Navy detailing requirements. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize and provide an overviewthat compares the four algorithms.2 Existing Centralized Matching MethodsTwo-sided matching algorithms have been applied to the medical labor market assigning medicalstudents to hospital positions. We review the deferred acceptance algorithm implemented in2



America and the linear programming method achieved �eld success in Britain.2.1 Matching by Deferred AcceptanceAmerican hospitals need to seek new medical graduates to �ll the internship positions. Thisentry-level labor market for new American physicians is organized via a centralized clearing-house called the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) [10, 12, 13]. Graduating physi-cians and other applicants �rst interview at residency programs throughout the country. Theythen compose and submit Rank Order Lists (ROLs) to the NRMP, each indicating an appli-cant's preference ordering among the positions for which he has interviewed. Similarly, theresidency programs submit ROLs of the applicants they have interviewed, along with the num-ber of positions they wish to �ll. Using some appropriate two-sided matching algorithm, theNRMP processes these ROLs and capacities to produce a matching of applicants to residencyprograms. One commonly implemented two-sided matching method is called the deferred ac-ceptance (DA) algorithm �rst proposed in [3].The DA algorithm commonly used in the NRMP cannot satisfy the special requirementsfor the detailing process. In 2000, upon the completion of the match in the NRMP, 72.3% ofthe programs were �lled and 74.7% of active applicants were matched to a position. The restof the unmatched applicants must apply for positions through personal channels. Hospitalswith un�lled positions even search for international candidates to �ll their positions. However,in the Navy assignment situation, it is unacceptable to leave 25% of Sailors without a matchand expect them to spend time appealing to various Commands in search of employment. It isequally burdensome to have Commands negotiate with each other to try to �ll critical manningneeds. Therefore, an alternative matching algorithm may be needed to ensure the high �llrate requirement. In the DA algorithm each agent is treated on the same priority level asevery other agent. Using DA in the detailing process cannot guarantee that priority billets willalways be matched. One of the key assumptions in the DA algorithm is that agents cannotbe forced into a match that they do not �nd acceptable. Agents have the option to remain3



unemployed or have their positions un�lled. Forcing Sailors to billets contradicts this vitalassumption, which may result in unstable matches and even failure of the process. Although anenhanced DA algorithm is presented in [19] to address the market complications, it still requiresa deterministic preference list and the intervention of the detailers. Therefore, an alternativematching method is necessary to accommodate these matching requirements.2.2 Matching by Linear ProgrammingAs distinguished from the NRMP, the matching schemes developed in two regional hospital sys-tems in Britain, the London Hospital and Medical College and the Cambridge School of ClinicalMedicine, involve the linear programming (LP) assignment algorithm [11]. Both schemes takethe rank order lists of students and job consultants as inputs and assign numerical weights totheir choices. The di�erences lie in how the weights are assigned. The London scheme sums upthe weights of each student-consultant pair and uses it as the basis of the linear programmingalgorithm so as to maximize the total weights of the match. In the Cambridge scheme, weightsare in lexicographic form and ranked by consultant's preferences, so that a consultant-studentpair (A,A) has the highest weight, followed by (A,B), (A,C) and so forth. Both matchingschemes are still in use. In fact, economical experiments in existing literature show that LPoutperforms deferred acceptance in the area of �ll rate for both sides of the market, whichis a desirable performance in consideration of the high �ll rate requirement for the detailingprocess [17, 5]. In addition, LP achieves an almost equivalent performance in terms of marketutility compared to DA. These appealing features indicate that LP may be a better matchingmechanism for the Navy detailing process. We adopt the London scheme in our study.To explore the LP method in detail we use the following notations:
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si = Sailor indexed for i = 1; :::;K, si 2 S.nj = billet indexed by j = 1; :::;M , nj 2 N .aij = the weight of matching Sailor i with billet j.xij = decision variable. xij = 1 if Sailor i is matched with billet j;xij = 0, otherwise.� = matching between Sailors and billets.�(i) = j means Sailor i is matched with billet j.When Sailor i lists billet j in kth place in his ROL and the same billet ranks the Sailor inlth place, the resulting (i; j) match is called a [k; l] match. Choices 1; 2; 3; 4 are given weightsof 20, 14, 9 and 5 respectively in the London scheme [11]. Thus, a [1; 1] match receives weightaij = 40, [1; 2] and [2; 1] matches each receives weight aij = 34, and so forth. An unlisted choiceis given a large negative weight. These matching weights are used as the basis to create theoptimal match by the following LP formulation.Max Xi Xj aijxijs:t: Xi xij � 1 8 j (1)Xj xij � 1 8 i (2)xij � 0 8 i; j: (3)Proposition 1 The LP method may produce unstable matchings. Furthermore, it may fail tomake [1; 1] matches.Proof We use a simple matching example to demonstrate the above points. Assume the ROLsof the Sailors and billets are as follows:n1 : s1; s2; s3 s1 : n1; n2; n3n2 : s1; s3; s2 s2 : n1; n3; n2n3 : s3; s1; s2 s3 : n3; n2; n1:5



The unique stable matching is � such that �(n1) = s1; �(n2) = s2, and �(n3) = s3 equal a totalweight of 98. However, applying the LP method yields the highest total weight of 108 with anunstable matching �0, such that �0(n1) = s2; �0(n2) = s1, and �0(n3) = s3. The [1; 1] matchesare not guaranteed for the Sailor-billet pairs (s1; n1) and (s3; n3). 2Since the LP is an unstable matching mechanism, it is worthwhile to investigate the reasonsfor its �eld success in Britain. Some hypotheses are presented in [11]. One is that the envi-ronments where the markets are conducted are so di�erent that there may exist social or otherkinds of pressures that make it diÆcult to circumvent the formal matching scheme. Sailorson the Navy market clearly have less leverage and freedom than the applicants on other freejob markets. Any behavior that is not aligned with the formal personnel assignment scheme isdiscouraged. Another hypothesis to account for the high reported percentage of [1; 1] matchesis that agents manage to adapt to the system by coordinating among themselves before theformal match or by modifying the ROLs they submit. Therefore, the match created by the lin-ear programming method can even be stable. In the Navy labor market the detailers functionas the advisors to Sailors and Commands. They are the natural source for the coordinationbefore the formal matching. In addition, the Navy labor market is signi�cantly di�erent fromthe situation in the medical intern market, where medical graduates are generally homogeneousin terms of their skills and in terms of the entry level position to which they are applying.Sailors, on the other hand, look for appropriate billets based on their rate and rating, whichrefer to the pay grade and occupation specialty, respectively. The use of eligibility criteria inthe detailing process decreases the potential for conict between preferences and helps the LPmethod create more satisfying and even stable matchings.
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3 Decentralized MatchingSolving the decentralized general assignment problem has been investigated by [1, 8, 2, 18],where often there exists a unilateral preference of the agents on one side over those on theother. In this paper, we focus on the design of decentralized matching schemes for the detailingprocess. The market includes a set of Sailors and a set of billets with a bilateral preference overeach other. In the centralized deferred acceptance (DA) or linear programming (LP) algorithm,Sailors and Commands (for their billets) must decide what preference lists to submit. Afterthe submission of preferences, o�ers, acceptances, and rejections are carried out automaticallyin a central clearinghouse. A decentralized matching scheme does not require participants tosubmit their rank order lists (ROLs) before the matching; instead they can decide what to doat each stage, based on current and past matching information. These random updates resolvedisagreements and conicts over the course of time and ultimately are resolved in satisfyingmatchings.We use the following additional notations:pij = the ask price of Sailor i applies for the billet j,�pij = the upper limit of willing-to-pay of billet j for Sailor i,rij = the reservation value of Sailor i over billet j.� = pre-de�ned decrement in ask price.Before their application, Sailors evaluate a variety of aspects related to each billet, such aslocation, duty type (sea or shore), and potential promotions. The reservation value rij is theminimum acceptable payment for Sailor i to take billet j. It reects the Sailor's preferenceover the billet. The more disagreeable the billet, the higher the reservation value. The askprice pij is the payment Sailor i expects to get by taking billet j. The maximal willing-to-pay�pij represents the Command's evaluation over the eligibility of Sailor i based on his rate andrating. The more quali�ed and suitable a Sailor is, the higher payment he expects to get.We present two di�erent decentralized matching schemes. The �rst one is basically a decen-7



tralized version of the LP method (we call it decentralized linear programming (DLP)) whereSailors apply billets through a detailer who is aware of Commands' preferences. The detailerplays a role as a monitor or coordinator of the matching process carried out in multiple stages.In each stage the detailer collects applications and determines a provisional match. The matchends when no Sailor submits an application. In the second matching scheme, there is no detailerwho acts as the middle man between Sailors and Commands. A Sailor contacts a Commanddirectly to negotiate over possible matchings. The Sailor and the Command are tentativelycommitted to each other if the Sailor's application is accepted at the current stage. The Sailormight be rejected later when the Command chooses a more quali�ed candidate. He then ap-plies for an alternative billet. The match ends when there is no Sailor left who has not alreadybeen rejected by all of his achievable Commands. This scheme does not require deterministicpreference lists from the agents. We call it decentralized random matching (DRM).3.1 Decentralized Linear Programming MatchingThere are certain matching rules to obey in the decentralized linear programming (DLP)method, which are discussed as follows.3.1.1 Applying RulesSailors participate in the matching process by logging onto the network through a computerso that they can be identi�ed by the matching system. There is a detailer who monitorsand coordinates the matching process. Commands submit their �pij to the detailer before theassignment begins. Sailors' reservation values over billets rij are private information and arenot revealed to the detailer and Commands. Sailors communicate with the detailer but notwith each other. All the prices and valuations are assumed to be integers. The matching isconducted progressively within a �xed time window in multiple stages.The detailer announces the initial ask price pij for all the Sailors in the matching system,8



which are set much larger than rij based on conjectured reservation values from previous ex-perience. Each Sailor then decides which billets he wants to bid at the initial ask price. Weassume that Sailors follow the myopic best response (MBR) policy. That is, each Sailor bids them billets whose value to him exceeds the corresponding reservation value by the most amount.No manipulative behavior is considered in this study where a Sailor may choose a billet thatis not within his list of the m most preferred billets. As discussed below, the detailer collectsall the applications and determines the best provisional matching, ensuring that each billetis assigned to at most one Sailor and each Sailor is matched with at most one billet. If it ispossible to assign each billet to a Sailor who demands it, the matching already has the desiredequilibrium. If not, there must exist a set of billets such that the number of Sailors demandingbillets only in this set is greater than the number of billets in the set. Such a set is called anover-demanded set. At this point any unmatched Sailor i decreases his ask prices pij for all them billets applied in a previous stage by a constant �. Sailor i then reevaluates the billets basedon the updated pij , resubmits the application (including the updated pij to the detailer), andexpects to be matched in the next stage. If Sailor i is matched with a billet j in the next stage,he is allowed to keep the same ask prices for the billets to which he applied. Informed by thedetailer, Sailor i0, who previously matched with billet j, becomes unassigned. Following thesame rules, Sailor i0 decreases his ask price by � and resubmits his application, and so on. It isclear that the matching process cannot go on inde�nitely because once the ask price pij becomeslower than the reservation value rij, billet j will not be preferable to Sailor i any more, andeventually it cannot belong to any over-demanded set. The matching is terminated when noSailor submits an application and the provisional matching remains the same as in the previousstage. It follows that for some set of ask prices there will be an equilibrium matching.3.1.2 Winner DeterminationAfter announcing the initial ask price and gathering the applications from all the Sailors, thedetailer needs to solve the winner determination problem to determine the matching between9



Sailors and billets. The goal is to provide a feasible provisional matching, maximized in totalpayo� for both Sailors and Commands. An exact solution can be obtained by solving thefollowing mathematical formulation.Max Xi Xj (�pij � pij)xijs:t: Xi xij � 1 8 j (4)Xj xij � 1 8 i (5)xij � 0 8 i; j: (6)The objective coeÆcients vij = �pij� pij are functionally equivalent to the weights aij in thecentralized LP algorithm, where vij can be considered as the payo� Sailor i and billet j canachieve by matching each other. However, as distinguished from the uniform assigned weightsaij that are only based on the rank order, the payo� vij is \discriminatory" over di�erent billetsand Sailors. Commands specify their preferences over Sailors by paying them di�erent salaries.Sailors rank billets by showing di�erent minimal acceptable payments. Billets with the samerank order but various requirements in moving cost, skills and training level and etc., can bedi�erentiated by �pij as well. In the detailing process this would be the expected situation.The detailer needs to solve the winner determination problem in each round. To save thisdemanding computational work, a heuristic is developed to approximate the optimal winnerdetermination solution. It is basically a greedy heuristic for solving the set covering problem,which is described as follows.
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Step 0 : The detailer sorts all Sailors on vij in an ascending order for each billet.Let j = 1.Step 1 : For Sailors i and k, and for billet j,If �(i) = 0 and vij � vkj; k 6= i,�(i) = j.Step 2 : If �(i) 6= 0 for all i or j = M ,stop and the matching is completed;else,j = j + 1 and go to Step 1.This decentralized linear programming (DLP) mechanism is appealing to the Sailors be-cause it does not require them to decide in advance exactly what their bidding behaviors andpreference lists would be. Instead, at each round a Sailor can make use of present and paststages of the matching process to decide his next bid. The �nal ask price for a billet will di�erfrom the minimum equilibrium price by at most k�, where k is the minimum of the number ofSailors and billets [2]. Since the maximum willing-to-pay �pij is �xed during the auction, the�nal payo� of each Sailor-billet match will di�er from the minimum equilibrium payo� by atmost k�. It is worth noting that the outcome approaches the optimal solution for small valuesof �.Proposition 2 For the simple Navy detailing process, the �nal payo� of any Sailor-billet matchdetermined by the decentralized linear programming matching will di�er from the unique mini-mum equilibrium payo� by at most k�.Proof This result is shown in [2] for the descending auction protocol in an exchange economy,where buyers want no more than one item over a set of available goods. Such is the case forthe simple one-to-one Navy detailing process. 2
11



3.1.3 Addressing the Navy Detailing RequirementThe DLP is in essence the decentralized version of the linear programming method that achieved�eld success in Britain. Therefore, DLP still retains the advantage of reaching high �ll rates forthe Sailors and Commands. It is clear that the higher vij is, the more likely xij = 1. Therefore,Commands can ensure that priority billets are matched with quali�ed Sailors by setting the �pijof priority billet j relatively higher than those of the other regular billets. A similar approachcan also be applied to undesirable billet j so that incentives in the monetary form can be addedto �pij to attract more applications.The problem of married couple looking for co-locations is addressed in [19] where couples,who have preference over pairs of billets, are treated di�erently from the single sailors. Similarly,we make modi�cations on the de�nitions of prices, valuations and application rules. Sailorsare divided into singles and married couples. The matching process for singles remains thesame as described above. Each married couple has reservation values over pairs of billetsconsidered acceptable to the couple. We call such pairs bundled billets. On the other hand,Commands have their willing-to-pay for the bundled billets of di�erent married couples. Onemember of each married couple, representing the couple, participates in the matching processby submitting ask prices to the detailer, who then determines the provisional matching byallocating single billets and bundled billets to the applicants. The only complexity lies inthe winner determination by the detailer, which can be solved in exactly the same way as incombinatorial auctions [18, 8].3.2 Decentralized Random MatchingThe DLP method satis�es most requirements for the Navy detailing process. However, thereexists a central controller involved in the matching process preventing the direct negotiationbetween the Sailor and the Command. The main goal of the DoN's proposal to reform theNavy's enlisted distribution system is to reduce human intervention and subjectivity. Therefore,12



it is necessary to circumvent any central controller and allow bilateral negotiation betweenthe agents. We believe that the decentralized random matching (DRM) scheme incorporatingpreference randomness and bilateral negotiation improves the current detailing practice in theright direction.3.2.1 DRM AlgorithmTo fully understand the DRM algorithm, we introduce some terminology. For a given matching�, a Sailor s and a billet n is a blocking pair if they are not matched to each other, but theyeach prefer one another to their current match in �. A matching is a stable matching if noblocking pair exists. If (s0; n0) is a blocking pair for a matching �, we say that a new matching�0 is obtained from � by satisfying the blocking pair if s0 and n0 are matched to each other at�0, their matches at � (if any) are unmatched at �0, and all other agents are matched to thesame agents at �0 as they were at �.It is shown that the centralized DA algorithm creates nonempty stable matchings. Blockingpairs are satis�ed one by one until a stable matching is reached. A natural question is whetherthere exists at least one such path leading to a stable matching from any initial matching andany preference lists of the agents. The question is addressed in [15] and [16] with a theorempresented as follows.Proposition 3 (Roth and Vande Vate) Let � be an arbitrary matching for (S;N), then thereexists a �nite sequence of matchings �1; :::; �k, where �1 is the initial matching and �k is stable,for each i = 1; :::; k � 1, there is a blocking pair (si; ni) for �i such that �i+1 is obtained from�i by satisfying blocking pair (si; ni).The implication of this theorem for the Navy detailing process is that starting from anyarbitrary matching, a new matching can be achieved by randomly satisfying a blocking pairthrough the bilateral negotiation between the Sailor and the Command, eventually convergingto a stable matching. Table 1 presents a decentralized random matching algorithm for the13



detailing process. Any available Sailor who is unmatched and has not been rejected by all theCommands he prefers, attempts to apply to a Command for his preferred billet. If the billet thatthe Sailor applies for is un�lled and he is quali�ed for the position, then the billet is tentativelyassigned to the Sailor. If the billet is matched with some other Sailor who is more quali�ed,then the Command will reject the Sailor's application. Otherwise, the Command will acceptthe application and the previously matched Sailor becomes unassigned. The process continuesuntil there is no unmatched Sailor who has not been rejected by all his preferred Commandsor the matching deadline is exceeded. The algorithm in Table 1 is a Sailor proposing version.A Command proposing matching algorithm can be derived accordingly.Proposition 4 The decentralized random matching procedure without matching time limitationcreates the same stable matching as the outcome of the centralized deferred acceptance procedure.In particular, it creates the Sailor-optimal stable matching with the revealed preference.Proof The argument is similar to the standard proof from the centralized DA algorithm.Regardless of the random elements involved in Step 1 in Table 1, the matching created byDRM is stable with respect to the revealed preference because there can be no blocking pairsfor the �nal matching. If a Sailor prefers a billet to his current position, he must have alreadyapplied to the billet and been rejected.We show the matching is Sailor-optimal by proving that no Sailor is ever rejected by abillet to which he could be matched at some stable matching. It can be shown by induction.Assume that for a given step in the procedure no Sailor has yet been rejected by a billet thatis achievable for him. At this step, assume that billet n rejects Sailor s. If n rejects s asunacceptable, then n is not achievable for s, and we are done. Suppose billet n rejects Sailors in favor of s0 who is assigned the billet, then n prefers s0 to s. We must show that n is notachievable for s. We know s0 prefers n to any billet except for those who have rejected him, andwhich are therefore, by inductive assumption, not achievable for him. Consider a hypotheticalmatching � that matches s with n and everyone else to an achievable agent. Then s0 prefers14



Inputs: Randomly selected ask price pij and willing-to-pay �pij.Detailing process deadline �t.Output: A stable matching � between Sailors and billets.Preconditions: All billets un�lled, all Sailors are unmatched.Postcondition: A matching �lling priority billets, undesirable billets, possiblehigh �ll rate and high satisfaction for both Sailors and Commands.Algorithm:Step 0 : Initialization: Random ask price pij for each Sailor i over billet j;Random willing-to-pay �pij for each billet j over Sailor i.Initial matching: � = ;.t = 0.Step 1 : Any Sailor i with �(i) = 0 and there is at least one billet thathas not rejected him?If no, go to Step 2;else,Set t = t+ 1.If t � �t, go to Step 3;else,Sailor i attempts to apply to the billet j with highest�pij � rij who has not rejected him.If vij � 0, where vij = �pij � pij ,Go to Step 1a.If �(j) = 0,�(i) = j;else if �(j) = k for some other Sailor k, and vij > vkj,�(i) = j;else�(i) = 0.Step 1a: Consider the next billet that has not rejected i.Go to Step 1.Step 2 : STOP. In this case the �nal outcome is the matching � thatmatches each Sailor to the billet (if any) he prefers.Step 3 : After-market negotiation when deadline �t is exceeded.Table 1: A decentralized random matching algorithm for the Navy detailing process
15



n to his matched billet in �. So the matching � is unstable and blocked by (s0; n). Thereforethere is no stable matching that matches s and n, and they are not achievable for each other. 2
3.2.2 Addressing the Navy Detailing RequirementAs shown above, the DRM algorithm can achieve stable matchings by bilateral negotiationsbetween a Sailor and Command with random preference lists. Since market participants makeassignment decisions based on the matching payo� vij, similar approaches used in decentralizedlinear programming (DLP) to satisfy priority billets and force Sailors to undesirable ones can beapplied to decentralized random matching (DRM) as well, by adjusting a Command's willing-to-pay �pij . In addition, direct communication between a Sailor and a Command enable possibleleeway in eligibility criteria and compensation rules. A high �ll rate is more likely to be achieved.A centralized enhanced deferred acceptance (DA) algorithm is provided in [19] for the Navydetailing process with both singles and couples. The approaches for handling the couples inthat algorithm can be used in the DRM. However, further investigation is required to resolvestability issues in the resultant matchings.4 ConclusionWe investigated the design of decentralized matching algorithms. As distinguished from thecentralized matching algorithm in [3], [14] and [19], where agents must decide what preferencelists to submit, a decentralized matching scheme does not require participants to determinetheir applying behavior and submit their preferences before the matching; instead, they candecide what to do at each stage based on the current and past matching information. In thecentralized matching procedure a clearinghouse carries out o�ers, acceptances and rejectionsautomatically. On the other hand, using bilateral negotiations, decentralized matching resolvesdisagreements and conicts between agents from opposite market sides over the course of time.16



Centralized Matching Decentralized MatchingDA LP DLP DRMStable Matching Yes No No YesRandom Preference No No Yes YesBilateral Negotiation No No No YesMatching Couples Yes No Yes YesMatching Priority Billets No No Yes YesHigh Fill Rate No Yes Yes YesMatching Undesirable Billets No No Yes YesTable 2: Feature summary of di�erent matching algorithms for the Navy detailing processAgents �nally converge in satisfying matches.We present two decentralized matching schemes for the Navy detailing process in whichSailors apply for available billets. In the �rst scheme, DLP, Sailors submit applications to adetailer who determines the tentative matching in each stage. An exact winner determinationmodel and a heuristic are provided. A near-optimal matching is shown to be achievable by DLP.The second scheme, DRM, allows agents to process random preferences and to make decisionsbased on the current market information. No central controller exists in the market in DRM;instead, Sailors and Commands negotiate directly with each other. We show that it producesthe same stable matching as that produced by the centralized deferred acceptance algorithm.Table 2 presents the performance comparison of di�erent matching schemes for the Navydetailing process. Among the centralized matching algorithms, LP can achieve high �ll ratefor Sailors. DA can handle the matching market with both singles and couples. However,they cannot address other special requirements in the detailing process e�ectively. DLP candeal with most market complications. However, it does not allow bilateral negotiations and nostable matching is ensured. To create a stable matching with random preference through directnegotiation between market participants and accommodate the operational requirements, webelieve that DRM is the best alternative for the Navy detailing process.
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